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APJ ABDUL KALAM TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

FIFTH SEMESTER B.TECH DEGREE EXAMINATION(S), MAY 2019 

Course Code: ME311 

Course Name: MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 

Max. Marks: 100  Duration: 3 Hours 

 

PART A 
  Answer any three full questions, each carries 10marks. 

 

Marks 

1  Discuss shell mould casting, mention its advantages and disadvantages (10)  

2 a) Explain the properties required for a moulding sand. (5) 

 b) Explain any two common pattern allowances in detail. (5) 

3  What do you understand by the term ‘forging’? Explain the following (i) Open-

die forging (ii) Closed-die forging  

(10) 

4  Explain the tube rolling process with suitable diagram. (10) 

 

PART B 

 

Answer any three full questions, each carries 10marks. 

 

5  Explain deep drawing operation with neat sketch and mention the importance of 

die clearance.  

(10) 

6  What is meant by spinning? Explain tube spinning with suitable figures. (10) 

7 a) Compare brazing and soldering used in joining process. (5) 

 b) What is meant by shielding in welding? Why it is necessary for welding? (5) 

8  What is NDT? Explain any one NDT method used in inspection of welding and 

mention its advantages and disadvantages. 

(10) 

PART C 

 

Answer any four full questions, each carries 10marks. 

 

9  Explain Abrasive Jet Machining (AJM) process and its process parameters. (10) 

10  Explain the principle and working of Electro Chemical Grinding (ECG) process 

with suitable diagram. 

(10) 

11  Explain with a neat sketch the principle and working of Ultrasonic Machining 

(USM) process. List its advantages, disadvantages and applications. 

(10) 
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12  What is microfabrication technology? Explain (i) Micro cutting (ii) Micro 

finishing. 

(10) 

13  What is rapid prototyping? Explain in detail (i) Liquid Thermal Polymerization 

(LTP) (ii) Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM). 

(10) 

14  What is nano Technology? Give details about its applications in various fields. (10) 

**** 
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PART A 
  Answer any three full questions, each carries 10marks. Marks 

1  Explain hot chamber and cold chamber die casting processwith neatsketches (10)  

2 a) What are the functions of a pattern? What are the factors affecting the selection 

of pattern materials? 

(5) 

 b) Explain the vacuum casting process with figure. (5) 

3 a) Compare hot working cold working process. (5) 

 b) Discuss the principle and mechanism of rolling with suitable figure. (5) 

4  What are the classifications of extrusion process?Explain any twoextrusion types 

in detail. 

(10) 

PART B 
Answer any three full questions, each carries 10marks. 

 
5  What is meant by spinning? Explain tube spinning with suitable figures. (10) 

6  Explain in detail (i) Stretch forming (ii) Hydroforming (10) 

7  Explain Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding in detail. (10) 

8  What is the principle of plasma? Explain plasma arc welding. (10) 

PART C 
Answer any four full questions, each carries 10marks. 

 
9  What is Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)? Explain its principle and 

working with the help of a suitable diagram. 

(10) 

10  What is the principle of Electron Beam Machining (EBM)? Explain the process 

in details. 

(10) 

11  Explain the Abrasive Water Jet Machining (AWJM) process. What are the main 

parameters to be considered while selecting this process? 

(10) 

12  What is near net shape manufacturing? Explain any twomethods involved in 

manufacturing of near net shape component. 

(10) 

13  What are the design recommendations for casting? Explain each in detail. (10) 

14  State the main factors that affect the selection of a manufacturing process. 

Explain (i) Process Information Maps (ii) Elimination and Ranking Strategy. 

(10) 

**** 
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PART A 

  Answer any three full questions, each carries 10 marks Marks 

1 a) Explain the basic steps involved in casting process. (5) 

 b) Describe bulk forming of metallic materials. (5) 

2 a) Describe with neat sketch any one expendable mold casting process (6) 

 b) Differentiate between open die and closed die forging processes. (4) 

3 a) Explain the construction and working principle of cupola furnace. (5) 

 b) What are the various defects in rollingprocesses? (5) 

4 a) List the various defects found in casting with neat sketches. (4) 

 b) With a neat sketch, explain wire drawing. (6) 

PART B 
Answer any three full questions, each carries 10 marks 

5 a) Define sheet metal forming. List its classifications. (5) 

 b) What do you mean by joining in welding process? List the classificationsof 

welding. 

(5) 

6 a) Explain the mechanism of shearing process. (4) 

 b) With the help of neat sketch explain thermit welding process. (6) 

7 a) Compare deep drawing and hydroforming in sheet metal forming process. (5) 

 b) With a neat sketch, explain explosion welding process. List the applications. (5) 

8 a) Explain tube spinning with neat sketch.   (5) 

 b) Compare soldering and brazing processes. List the advantages and 

disadvantages. 

(5) 

PART C 
Answer any four full questions, each carries 10 marks 

9 a) With the aid of neat sketch explain any one non-traditional machining process. (6) 

 b) Differentiate between micro cutting and micro finishing. (4) 

10 a) Explain ultrasonic machining with the aid of neat sketch. (5) 

 b) Explain metal injection molding with the aid of neat sketch. (5) 

11 a) Explain electrochemical grinding. List its advantages.  (5) 

 b) Explain rapid prototyping with an example. (5) 

12 a) Compare Chemical milling & photochemical machining. (6) 

 b) Define Nano technology. List its applications. (4) 

13 a) Explain ECM. List the elements of ECM. (6) 

 b) Compare sustainable and green manufacturing. (4) 

14 a) Explain plasma arc cutting. List the advantages and disadvantages. (6) 

 b) Explain near net shape manufacturing. (4) 

**** 
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PART A 

  Answer any three full questions, each carries 10marks. Marks 

1  Explain the casting defects with figure and write causes and remedies of each. (10)  

2  Discuss shell mould casting, stating its advantages and disadvantages. (10) 

3  Explain the mechanics of ‘Wire Drawing’ process with a neat sketch. How the 

design of die and ductility influence this process? 

(10) 

4  What are the classifications of extrusion process? Explain the following   

i) Hooker extrusion   ii) Hydrostatic extrusion 

(10) 

PART B 

Answer any three full questions, each carries 10marks. 

5 a) What causes burrs? How it can be reduced or eliminated in sheet metal forming? (5) 

 b) List the factors that influence springback. Explain the reason behind the 

phenomenon. 

(5) 

6  Explain the shear spinning process with neat sketch. (10) 

7  You are assigned to join ‘Rails’ by Indian railways. Explain the suitable welding 

process with neat sketch. 

(10) 

8  What is NDT? Explain any one NDT method and mention its advantages and 

disadvantages. 

(10) 

PART C 

Answer any four full questions, each carries 10marks. 

9  Explain Abrasive Water Jet Machining (AWJM) process and its process 

parameters. 

(10) 

10  What is Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)? Explain its principle with the 

help of a suitable diagram. 

(10) 

11  Explain with neat sketch the principle and working of Electro-Chemical 

Machining (ECM) process. 

(10) 

12  What is rapid prototyping? How it reduces the new product development time 

and cost? 

(10) 

13  What is near net shape manufacturing? Explain any onemethod involved in 

manufacturing of near net shape component. 

(10) 

14  Explain the precautions to be taken for design a casting part for manufacturing. (10) 

**** 
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